Jennifer Brown (she/her) is an award-winning entrepreneur, speaker, author, and diversity and inclusion expert who is deeply passionate about building more inclusive workplaces where more of us can feel welcomed, valued, respected, and heard. As the Founder and CEO of Jennifer Brown Consulting (JBC), a certified woman- and LGBT-owned firm, Jennifer and her team design and execute inclusion strategies that have been implemented by some of the biggest companies and nonprofits in the world. She is also the bestselling author of two books, Inclusion: Diversity, The New Workplace and The Will to Change (2017) and How To Be An Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive (2019), a shortlist winner of the O.W.L. Award, and winner of the 2019 Nautilus Book Awards’ Business & Leadership category. She also recently co-authored a groundbreaking book on diversity, equity and inclusion in society with thought leader and fellow bestselling author, Rohit Bhargava. The book, Beyond Diversity: 12 Non-Obvious Ways To Build A More Inclusive World was announced as a Wall Street Journal bestseller and also listed in Inc.’s 22 Books to Read (or Reread) in 2022. Jennifer’s podcast, The Will to Change, is downloaded by nearly 15,000 listeners per month, and she is a sought-after keynote speaker and expert for leading research institutions and business schools. She lives in New York City with her partner of over 20 years, Michelle. You can learn more at www.jenniferbrownspeaks.com.

ABOUT JENNIFER BROWN CONSULTING

Founded by renowned thought leader and author Jennifer Brown, Jennifer Brown Consulting (JBC) has been designing best-in-class workplace strategies that drive diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) for some of the world’s leading organizations for nearly 20 years. As a proud diverse supplier (WBENC and NGLCC-certified), the JBC team is passionate about building a more inclusive future of work, encouraging leadership and allyship at all levels with concrete behaviors, actions, and measurements for success.

Industry-agnostic, JBC specializes in the development of DEI strategy, in-person and online interactive learning, and best practice sharing to support systems change. Jennifer’s latest book, How to be an Inclusive Leader, with the accompanying Inclusive Leader Assessment, provide a step-by-step model to equip aspiring agents everywhere for the road ahead.

For more information about JBC and our approach, please contact info@jenniferbrownconsulting.com.
To learn more about the Inclusive Leader Continuum, and to take the assessment, visit inclusiveleaderassessment.com and use the code JBSpeaks.

Note: The Inclusive Leader Continuum is a four step journey that codifies developmental stages (unaware, aware, active, and advocate) for all leaders who want to take on the task of creating an inclusive space. JBC’s Inclusive Leader Self-Assessment is an online tool created to help individuals with their personal inclusive leadership development. The Inclusive Leader Self-Assessment is a tool for private reflection and learning. Based on responses to the self-assessment, each recipient will receive feedback indicating where they appear to currently fall on the Inclusive Leader Continuum for each inclusive leader category and provide suggested resources that will help to advance to the next level.

Coming October 2022 — Revised and Expanded

How To Be An Inclusive Leader — SECOND EDITION

All new material, updated content, conversation starters and discussion guides — all with JBC’s trusted Inclusive Leader Continuum as the backbone. A guidebook and tool kit for Leaders and Organizations on how to build cultures of belonging where everyone can thrive.